Card Scanning Solutions Announces 64-Bit Support By CSSN OCR SDK,
Advancing The Capabilities Of Software Scanning Solutions
CSSN Inc. dba Card Scanning Solutions recently announced the much awaited OCR SDK 64bit support. With this new development, CSSN’s SDK tools are now compatible with 64-bit
applications running on Windows 7, Vista and XP. This latest enhancement increases the
flexibility of ID card reading and processing by enabling the seamless integration of CSSN’s
library of Driver’s License OCR SDK with 64-bit applications.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 29, 2011 -- Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) is a leading developer
of card reader systems which uses advanced Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. CSSN recently
announced the full support of their OCR Software Developer Kit (SDK) for 64-bit applications. This means that
CSSN’s OCR SDK is compatible with 64-bit applications running on Windows 7, Vista and XP. This
development enhances the flexibility and the reach of CSSN’s state-of-the-art card scanning solutions which are
able to quickly and accurately extract data from personal ID cards such as driver licenses, medical insurance
cards and other ID cards.
In order to maximize the usability of their card scanning technology, CSSN offers an easy to use Software
Developers Kit (SDK), which consists of a set of integrable files such as, dynamic libraries and objects, API
documents and code samples, that communicates quickly with any database application. With CSSN’s
comprehensive SDK, integrators are able incorporate this reading technology directly into their existing
software application. The OCR SDK provides a wide variety of sample programming languages and CSSN’s
library of Driver’s License OCR SDK are now fully compatible with 64-bit applications making it a flexible
solution in a wide variety of industries.
“Advanced application and system demands have resulted in a demand for 64-bit solutions. At CSSN we
understand this advancement of applications today and our goal is to provide our customers with advanced and
efficient solutions that meet these expectations. In order to do this we have ensured that our card scanning
solutions can be seamlessly integrated with 64-bit applications,” said Yossi Zekri, President and CEO of Card
Scanning Solutions
CSSN offers a range of driver’ license scanning solutions including the IdScan® and ScanShell.net® products
which are fully supported by true 64 applications. IdScan® is an easy-to-use id scanner modular application
which is capable of scanning a variety of personal cards such as driver licenses ID cards, medical insurance
cards, passports, visit cards and more. The IdScan® SDK can read magnetic strips, OCR and 2D Barcodes
(PDF417). ScanShell.net® is a powerful modular package that also scans a variety of personal cards.
ScanShell.Net® OCR Driver License Scanner is available with CSSN’s powerful SDK tools at no extra charge,
with support for C++, Visual Basic and many other programming tools and languages. A single integration
which fits to a wide range of cards and scanning devices enables users the flexibility to choose the most suitable
for their needs and budget. CSSN’s solutions are also the only driver license card reading system that reads
driver licenses and ID cards of all 50 US states and cards from over 80 countries in the world.
CSSN has always been capable of barcode and magnetic stripe reading but with the 64-bit application support,
these solutions offer a wider reach and added flexibility into environments that use these applications. By
integrating CSSN’s advanced technological solutions into a wide variety of software offerings, you are able to
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increase the efficiency and processes in a vast range of industries such as Medical, Finance, Security, and
Automotive. The new 64-bit support by the OCR SDK adds to the availability and benefits of the CSSN
solutions giving you a competitive edge in your industry
Additional information on the image processing solutions offered by CSSN, Inc. can be found at www.cardreader.com.
Since 1999, Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) has been a leading developer of card reading and image
processing technologies. They are renowned for developing an OCR engine that can read the driver licenses
and ID’s from all 50 states and over 80 countries. CSSN Inc. offers valuable solutions that significantly
increase productivity, save time and money and result in greater efficiency in a wide variety of industries
including Medical, Financial, Hospitality, Security and more.
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Contact Information
Venie Stamatopoulos
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
213.867.2625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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